Are you having naughty, antisemitic thoughts?

Do you sometimes think that this world is going in a wrong direction?

Do you sometimes feel depression because you live in an unnatural environment that even germs would dislike living, since even germs like to live more with their kind than all sorts of other kinds?

Do you experience inner resistances in doing what TV or what your government tells you to do?

Do you sometimes get a feeling you are imprisoned in the jewtrix, which as Dr Shekelstein instructs, you have to put away with a lot of drugs and possibly DMT to see disneyland cartoons in your brain, as some sort of spiritual realization?

Are you finding yourself relapsing in memories or in aspirations for the future that have to do with anything else than jewish plans about the world?

Rabbi Microchipovich has some solutions for you. Which he wants to enforce as a part of the new Medical Goyim Procedures… But you can relax goy it’s not happening right now ok? I mean we are in 2018, what could go wrong? Go play 24/7 videogames, watch netflix all day, and remember goy, things are better than they were in the past now...:

"A Company Wants to Put a Chip in Your Brain to Cure Disease"

https://futurism.com/neoscope/chip-brain-cure-disease

An Israel-based neurotech startup called BrainQ (Rabbi Mikrochipovich’s note: nothing to see here goy remember it's inevitable, it's the Bible talking here, the mark on the head and the forehead, it's god’s will goy ok? remember to not be an anti-semite over this, this is done to heal you.) is taking a less invasive approach to integrating the human brain with technology. Instead of using implants, BrainQ is making use of non-surgically embedding EEG machines, which record electrical activity in the brain. EEGs have been used this way by other groups working with patients who are paralyzed, and BrainQ hopes their technique could achieve similar goals for improving the lives of stroke and spinal cord injury patients. [...]
But Johnson, 40, says he is about more than money. He was raised as a Mormon in Utah and it was while carrying out two years of missionary work in Ecuador that he was struck by what he describes as an “overwhelming desire to improve the lives of others”.

[Rabbi’s Note: remember goy we are all equal, rabbi christ instructed you such. No please equalize it with fine solutions like uhm, brainchips, and become a brain hive to attain equality goyim…]

His subsequent decision to leave the faith only added to this sense of purpose. “For the first time in my life, I had to sit with the notion that the closest I’d ever come to my previous vision of heaven is whatever we can build here on Earth while I’m alive,” he explains. “And when I surveyed the landscape of human history, including how we treat each other and our shared home, I thought we have to do better.”

[Rabbi Microchipovich notes here: Well as you can see this retarded Mormon Goy which is probably from our tribe, has got so much neurosis that he wants to make this world a heaven. Now give him your shekels to do it goy, ok? We will manage the rest. you can trust us.

Remember goy there are never human trials for that...Sit on your chair goyim, I tell you, everything is fine. After all these take decades. Now go smoke some weed and become gender fluid and watch netflix all-day alright goy? People superior to you will decide what is going on here goy...u know i am saying the truth goy, after all 6 billion of my kind died not so long ago for saying the truth...goyim remember, netflix, weed and injections are the way forward. Now, go have some fun goy and stop reading tinfoil posts like that…]

**AI brain implants that can change a person's mood are tested on HUMANS by the US military**


Researchers from the University of California (UC) and Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) designed them to use artificial intelligence algorithms that detect patterns of activity associated with mood disorders. Once detected, they can shock a patient’s brain back into a healthy state automatically.

[Rabbi’s Note : dis magnificent technology could be used that when a goy has antisemitic thoughts, to instantly bounce them back on weed and 24/7 netflix. This is a gift to Israel from G-d... We can also monitor the unhappy goy and if our empire is at risk, artificially put some dopamine in their head or erm, cause a little stroke...But the technology is safe goy I tell you dis…]

Through these electrodes, the researchers were able to track what was happening in their brains throughout the day.
Older implants are constantly doing this [Rabbis note: hehe, we have been on it for a while, but don't worry goy, it's nothing really. Remember this is unavoidably g-d's plan. G-d bless DARPA], but the new approach lets the team deliver a shock as and when is needed. [Rabbis note: *jewish palms gesture* praise hashit…]

By tracking a patient’s brain activity over the course of one to three weeks, they were able to create an algorithm to ‘decode’ their moods.
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